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SIX

2 before, 5
I just thought
it would be 4 fun
to put a dice
5 in this 3 poem
2 but now, 1
no matter how hard I try
I can’t 6 seem 
to get the 5 dice out 2.
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THE KANGAROO AND THE FLEA

BOING              boing

             boing

    BOING   boing

          boing

  BOING   boing

            boing

   SPLAT!

    BOING

     BOING
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PIECES

I brobroke
a mirroror
in this popoem
yesterdaday
and haven’t bebeen able
to pipick up the pipieces
yeyet.
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IF IT WERE UP TO THE LEAVES

Dead leaves cover everything,
they make no distinction.
The whole world would look like dead leaves
if it were up to the leaves.

Dead leaves dead leaves everything,
dead leaves no distinction.
The whole world dead leaves like dead leaves
if it were up to the leaves.

Dead leaves dead leaves dead leaves,
dead leaves no dead leaves.
dead leaves world would dead leaves dead leaves
if it were up to the leaves.

Dead leaves dead leaves dead leaves
dead leaves dead leaves dead leaves.
dead leaves dead leaves dead leaves dead leaves 
if it were up to the leaves.
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WATER

After plunging in
you can see
a sea
in a drop of water
and
in a sea
a drop of water
can be seen
after you plunge in.
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WRONG WAY

Osla meop siht
ot detnaw 
seye ruoy hcaer
desufnoc tog ti tub
yaw gnorw eht tnew dna.
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SOAP BUBBLE ARTIST

Bubbbble
“My plan…”
POP!

Bubbbble
“…in this life is…”
POP!

Bubbbble
“…to create something…”
POP!

Bubbbble
“…that will last.”
POP!
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BIRDS BIRDS

Until we arrived
Until we arrived

this poem also
this poem also

was full of birds
was full of birds

but they heard us
but they heard us

and flew away
and flew away

they all flew away
they all flew away

all of them
all of them

except this parrot
except this parrot.
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TRELECICITY

The trelecicity went off
sunnedly,
of all times
just when
I was ritwing
sith poem.
Tath’s wyh now
I’m blumfing in the dark
fro the right lerrets.

Sorry for the invenconience.
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SERIOUS THINGS

So many goems and
so m ny pames that
now I’m r nning
o t of  nk.
A d I wou dn’t want to nd up
h re with ut m ntioning
a s rious thi g or two: 
o     wr          ue      nk,
ma        , g            ,
                             lo   .
O
              l,
 h                            t?
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